WHITE MANTA DIVING PTE LTD
Trip To:
Departure Date:

I, (name of participant)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
and thoroughly informed of the details of the dive trip.

hereby affirm that I have been well advised

Further, I understand that diving with compressed air involves certain risks, and injuries can occur that require treatment in a
recompression chamber. I further understand that each dive may be conducted at a site that is remote, either by time or
distance or both, from such a recompression chamber, and nonetheless agree to proceed with all dives of this trip. I hereby
personally assume all risk in connection with said trip for any harm, injury, or damage that may befall me as a result of my
participation in the trip, whether foreseen or unforeseen, and I still wish to proceed with the trip in spite of the possible
absence of a recompression chamber in proximity to the dive site.
I understand and agree that neither White Manta Diving and its staff may be held liable in any way for any occurrence in
connection with this diving trip, including all land transfers, that may result in injury, death, or other damages to me or my
family, heirs, or assigns, and in consideration of being allowed to participate in this dive trip. I hereby personally assume all
risks in connection with said trip, for any harm, injury or damage that may befall me while I am enrolled as a participant of the
trip, including all risks connected therewith, whether foreseen or unforeseen; and further to save and hold harmless said
program and persons from any claim by me, or my family, estate, heirs, or assigns, arising out of my participation in the trip.
I am aware that the recreational diving depth limit is 40m (with applicable training and/or experience) and that planned
decompression diving is NOT allowed without permission, regardless of certification. Solo diving is not allowed on the trip. I
am also aware that failing to comply with safe diving practices outlined in my training may result in injury or death to me
and/or others around me, and will therefore, be held responsible for all costs and damages, including cost of diver evacuation,
trip cancellation, incurred as a result of my actions.
I further state that I am of lawful age and legally competent to sign this affirmation and release, that I understand the terms
herein are contractual and not a mere recital; and that I have signed this document of my own free act.
It is my intention by this instrument to exempt and release White Manta Diving and its staff from all liability whatsoever for
personal injury, property damage or wrongful death caused by negligence.
I have fully informed myself of the contents if this affirmation and release by reading it before I signed it.
Contact #

Signature of Participant:
Insurance
email address:

@

Certification Level: ND / SD / OW / AOW/ RES / MSD / DM / INS
(please circle)

Policy #

Last dive date:

WHITE MANTA DIVING
32 Gardenia Rd, Singapore Tel: (+65) 96922001 / 96778894 Fax: (+65) 64525496
Email: info@whitemanta.com

